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Report from Our Chair
G R B Nupen

Governance

Matriculation Results

2018 has been a historic year from a The matriculation results of our students continue to amaze,
governance perspective.
astound and encourage us. Two of our schools received a
100% pass rate and in 2018, the number who gained entry to
The structure of the Board of
Governors was changed to allow the tertiary education was the joint highest ever. These results
School Leader of each school to become full voting members of compare with the best schools in South Africa.
the Board. Following the appointment of a new Schools’ Network Further information of the results can be found on pages
Leader, Mr Lawrence Manyesa was also made a full member of
2, 5 and 7 of this report. The results were a great credit
the Board. We congratulate Lawrence on his appointment.
to the candidates, their teachers and the whole of LEAP.
Congratulations!
We are close to the establishment of a Board of Patrons, who
will be both local and international representatives of our work.
We will announce this soon.

Strategic Planning and Sustainability
In my report last year, I indicated that the 2018 year had seen a
number of structural and budgeting changes. These mainly involved
reducing the size of the Central Services team, increasing enrolment
and the introduction of parent contributions.
Special efforts have been made to streamline the work of the
Fundraising Team. I am pleased to report that the results of such
efforts are evident in the Annual Financial Statements included in
this report. We congratulate John Gilmour, Raymond Schuller and
the fundraising team.

Collaboration and Thanks
LEAP has worked hard to strengthen and grow the relationships
within the organisation and with the many people who support
us in our mission. We are involved in an important movement
towards social change and the relationships we have with
people are central to this cause.
Our Executive Director, John Gilmour, has great vision and
energy. He is supported by the leaders in the LEAP Schools,
teachers, students and the Central Office team.
My grateful thanks to all concerned. The road ahead is exciting
and rewarding. We stride forward with great determination. Join
us! The work is important.
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Doing Big Work in Fragile Spaces
through Self-Liberating Education
John Gilmour, LEAP Founder and Director
We are reimagining and working to
build a new South African reality
for our children to enable them to
become engaged, caring, productive,
and connected global citizens and conscious agents of change.
The LEAP Science and Maths Schools are laboratories of
teaching and learning - creating access and opportunity to
children living in fragile socio-economic contexts, trapped in
the poverty cycle. The opportunity created in our schools is
for all members of our LEAP family to self-liberate, grow and
develop in order to become fully engaged, productive and
committed agents of change — agents in our own families,
communities, country and in the global village.

Academic Performance
We are proud to know and share that over 96% of our LEAP class
of 2018 across our six schools will have access to tertiary study!
Dr Nic Spaull shared the following account of the reality of the
South African class of 2018 taking into account the drop-out rate
of children in this cohort over the 12 years of schooling from 2007
to 2018.
In real terms across the entire country, only 40% of students
passed and 17% achieved Bachelor passes.

We contribute intentionally towards achieving the Sustainable
Development Goal (SDG) 4 of the United Nations, namely:
“Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and
promote lifelong learning opportunities for all”.
We are committed to sharing and advocating in all contexts
for a re-imagined approach to values-driven education and
specifically to the processes of teaching and learning in which
the child is at the centre of all that we do!
The LEAP results reflect that over the last 5 years, 94% passed,
and 70% achieved Bachelor passes.
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Increasing Efficiencies
Over the last 4 years, we were able to increase our enrolment by
40% without compromising the quality of teaching and learning.
We will continue to grow the schools to the full capacity of 1800
students over the next three years. The costs per leaner will
continue to reduce proportionally as we grow the capacity of
each school to 300 students per school.
The average LEAP cost per learner across the network of six
schools in 2019 will be R32000.
Number of students

Cost per learner

R64 000 000

905

n/a on this budget*

R58 000 000

1038

R55 876

2018

R47 747 161

1347

R35 446

2019

R49 281 377

1528

R32 251

Year

Total budget

2016
2017

* 2016 Budget included the budget of the Global Teachers Institute (GTI) which was subsequently
spun off as an independent NPO

Towards greater financial sustainability
The following 2018 actions have helped us to lay the basis for
our Sustainability Plan:
a. We no longer operate with an overdraft facility.
b. In 2017 we underwent an extensive restructuring process
combined with stringent cost cutting measures. In 2018
we worked hard to stabilise the consequences of these

actions. We appointed Lawrence Manyesa as the Schools
Network Leader and have reorganised our support central
team to ensure optimal functioning.
c. From the start of 2018 we introduced an appropriately
differentiated parent contribution structure that has
ensured a new sustaining stream of income without
excluding any child from our schools on the basis of not
being able to afford to pay. We are pleased that in 2018
our parents made a contribution that amounted to 60% of
a total requested family contribution. We are targeting a
70% return in 2019.
d. From a fundraising perspective, we thus far have been able
to identify new funding opportunities, including possible
long terms partnerships with major Foundations and
Corporate partners. John Gilmour has already travelled to
the UK and USA to deepen relationships and explore new
international possibilities.
e. Part of the review and rationalisation process has been to
continue to work towards institutionalising our fundraising
capacity. Following the restructuring of the Central services,
we have begun to maximise our limited fundraising capacity
and resources and to develop our capacity to work towards
Raymond Schuller broadening his role to that of the
Advancement Manager.
f. Our financial management leadership under Thandi Moyo
is enabling us to develop our back office capacity to
support other NGO’s at low cost but beginning a significant
alternative income stream for LEAP. In 2019 Thandi’s
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role will graduate to LEAP Business
Manager.
g. The appointment of Hayley Johnson
as LEAP Administrative Manager at
the start of 2018 has also helped
us to improve our efficiency and
effectiveness as an organisation.
h. We have committed to work hard
to develop an individual giving
component to our fundraising
strategy as we have created extensive
volunteer capacity. We have engaged
the Downes Murray Institute to
complete an audit and report on
how to take this forward. This is
a developing partnership and the
feedback has been very encouraging.
i. LEAP alumni – we have dedicated
resources to cultivating relationships
and identifying strategic partnership
opportunities with LEAP alumni.
Nangamso Ngoma, a LEAP graduate,
first LEAP woman qualified as a
Chartered Accountant now working
for Brimstone as a portfolio manager,
is now a LEAP Board member. Three
of the six school leaders, Asanda
Sigigaba, James Malope, Lindelwa
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Mini, are LEAP graduates and
products of the early days of the
Global Teachers Institute.
j. Sharing the responsibility - we are
increasingly drawing on members of
our leadership teams on the ground
at our six schools to be more directly
involved in fundraising activities.
Localised funding is now a priority
and much success has been achieved
in terms of equipment donations and
financial support.
k. From a research and knowledge
management perspective in 2018
we hosted Fulbright Scholar, Amelia
Herbert who is now completing her
doctoral research on the impact of
LEAPs intervention model on social
mobility.
l. We have agreed to focus greater
attention on developing an integrated
marketing and communications plan.
We engaged Reputation Matters
to help us increase our voice and
visibility.

Conclusion
We are extremely grateful to our large
team of supporters, friends, thought
partners, funding partners, and
volunteers. We are privileged to be
walking a journey with so many as we
continue to refine our work in a way that
will ultimately have systemic impact.
The emerging success reflected in our
growing pool of university graduates and
successful social entrepreneurs confirms
the importance of the work that we are
doing together. We commit to continue
to seek and design solutions that will
contribute actively to the achievement
of a reimagined South Africa and global
village.

LEAP ASSET REGISTER
Maintaining an average
matric pass rate over
last five years

2018 was tough but
we have much to be
thankful for. Let’s
together, celebrate
the following:
Appointed the
First LEAP Alumnus on our
Board
Professionalised
our Recruitment
processes
External,
independent
Review of our
Individual Giving
capacity

Highest Bachelor
pass rate
Increased learner
numbers
Cost reduced per
Learner
Collected in fees in
Year 1

94%

96%
28%
32%
59,2%

Acquired new Donors
International Fundraising visits undertaken
to Colorado and San Francisco

• Brand new IT Infrastructure at LEAP 2
• Built a New fit-for-purpose LEAP 4 Building
• Commenced building a new Science Lab at LEAP 6
LEAP 3 qualifying for the first time to apply for GED Subsidy
Launched a literacy project with primary schools in Langa
Participated in the Sasol Solar Challenge

External
Review of
Fundraising
Capacity

Clean
Audit
Report

Scored
high by all
stakeholders in
an Independent
Reputation
Survey

Confirmation
of our first
Bequest Donor

Appointed new School Leaders at 3 Schools
Appointed a new School Network Leader

Established new International Partnerships
Increased social media footprint – Facebook Followers

Strengthened our Governance by including
School leaders on the Board
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Matric 2018 Top Achievers
Unika Rakgoale

Bachelor pass with 4 distinctions
In 2014 I joined LEAP. The school had a different
atmosphere to my previous schools. The
support the staff give to students is exceptional.
It felt like a different world, a home and mostly
a place where I learned about myself. LEAP
pushed me to the limit, I moved out of my
comfort zone. Through the LEAP value-based learning I realised I have the
potential to succeed in life. I have now internalised these values such as
"believe in yourself, never give up, work hard and learn from your mistakes".
I feel that it’s very important to always think about my society when I plan
my future because for me, success is contributing positively to society.

Sesethu Ntombini

Bachelor pass with 4 distinctions
Coming to LEAP 2 has been a very interesting
experience as I had to leave my family behind
in the Eastern Cape due to personal reasons.
When I joined LEAP, I felt like I constantly had to
prove my worth and I struggled to fit in at first.
I have never met more caring and considerate
teachers like we have at LEAP, especially the ones that I was introduced
to in grade 11. They believed in me, constantly reminding me that I had
great potential and encouraged me to never give up.
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Sibusiso Kumalo

Bachelor pass with 2 distinctions
Growing up in Langa township
was not easy as I was born with
albinism and as a result I dealt
with a lot of discrimination and
stigmatization.
From a young age I was in and
out the doctor's office for many different things be it my
eyes or my skin. To be fair that really took a bite out my
self-esteem and confidence because I was always the odd
little kid who had the glasses and the hat most of the time.
However, I never allowed this to wear me down.
After primary school I applied to attend LEAP Science and
Math School. I learnt a lot at LEAP in the past five years.
I can honestly say I’m no longer the person I was when
I first joined. Through the LEAP programmes I gained a
lot of leadership skills as well as how to be emotionally
intelligent because that was my major struggle. I also
found love for debating and it became a passion of mine.
Debating helped not only to address the internal turmoil
within me but also helped me to find my voice outside and
be able to express my opinions openly.
I now have the key that I needed to unlock the door to my
future.

MATRIC 2018 SUCCESSES
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Our Impact: Doing Big Work In Fragile Spaces through
Self-Liberating Education
The LEAP Science & Maths Schools contribute towards
achieving the Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 4 of
the United Nations - Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all.
Founded in 2004 in South Africa as a non-profit organisation,
LEAP implemented an innovative, self-liberating teaching and
learning model specifically for adolescents (ages 13 – 19) living
in economically-impoverished and broken community spaces.
Our mission is to give young people the education and life skills
they need to become active, critical citizens, serving as change
agents in their local communities.
Our learning framework educates the whole child. We have learned
that truly impactful education in post-colonial contexts, addresses
the personal inner journey to consciousness as a priority parallel
to the development of cognitive competencies and skills through a
formal learning process.

Our Footprint
We flip the destructive assumptions that quality education for
poor children can only be found in the suburbs and historically
white and private schools. We choose to make a difference in
the broken spaces our children live - making it possible for any
child, no matter how poor or marginalised to become a global
citizen in a well-functioning community.
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Our work has been tested in six diverse settings: poorer
townships, informal settlements and rural communities.
SCHOOL

PROVINCE

COMMUNITIES
SERVED

OPENED

GRADES

STUDENTS
2019

LEAP 1

Western
Cape

Langa

2004

8 – 12

243

LEAP 2

Western
Cape

Gugulethu,
Delft
Crossroads,
Philippi

2007

8 – 12

289

LEAP 3

Gauteng

Alexandra

2008

8 – 12

203

LEAP 4

Gauteng

Diepsloot

2011

8 – 12

240

LEAP 5

Limpopo

Jane Furse

2012

8 – 12

320

LEAP 6

Gauteng

Ga-Rankuwa

2012

8 – 12

233
1528

Our Reach
Through our fifteen-year journey we have learned the work of
developing students as agents of change, willing and ready to
make a difference in their own communities and paved the way
for exponential growth.
LEAP’s self-liberating, teaching and learning model cultivates
each learner’s insight into who she or he is at their core. This
is a prerequisite to self-liberation, self-empowerment and

development of personal resilience. Young people learn to
understand and claim authentic identity as personally liberated
Africans, which creates agency to become active, contributing
citizens and leaders in the global village. In essence, LEAP’s
learners become champions.
The graph below details our consistent growth in terms of the
number of beneficiary learners from 72 since inception in 2004
to our current cohort of 1528 learners.
1528
1347

921

985

1030

894

Academic Performance
One of the key indicators we measure is the number of LEAP
learners who have successfully graduated from our schools, given
that the expectations for these children’s success is extremely low,
with school drop-out rates close to 50%.
LEAP learners consistently outperform both South Africa’s
National and Provincial matric pass rates, in all categories. Over
the past five years, LEAP learners have achieved an average
pass rate of 94% which far exceeds the national average of 74%
over that same period. Of our 1348 graduates, 81% qualified to
register for a tertiary University or College qualification. Last
year, 96% of our graduates earned access to tertiary education,
compared to 86% in 2014.

808
655
555
402

451

308
226
72

111

152

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

“I’ve come to believe deeply in LEAP’s theory of change: that
fostering the socio-emotional development of children in
poverty, and providing them access to high quality academic
education, prepares them for personal success and to
become leaders of their communities.”
Fernando Riemers, PhD, Ford Foundation Professor of International Educational
Policy Program, and Director of International Education Policy, Harvard University

TABLE OF ANNUAL RESULTS COMPARISONS: LEAP 5-YEAR TREND 2014-2018

5- YEAR TREND

2014

2015

2017

2018

AVG.

Pass rate

94%

96%

96%

94%

90%

94%

University entrance
rate

60%

65%

69%

76%

79%

70%

Diploma Rate

26%

25%

20%

20%

18%

22%

Total Percentage
achieved tertiary
access

86%

90%

90%

96%

96%

92%

Higher Certificate
rate – access to
colleges

14%

10%

9%

4%

4%

8%

Failure rate –
Requiring further
intervention to
complete schooling

6%

4%

4%

6%

10%

6%
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Teaching. Thus, the LEAP educational model significantly
improves its learners’ human capital, a vital component for South
Africa’s sustained economic growth and equity.

Equally impressive is that our quality of Bachelors passes
is consistently improving, increasing on an annual basis the
number of learners who qualify to go university.

ALUMNI EMPLOYMENT
79

76

71

7%

65

71

6%
Science

12%

18%

Social Science
Teaching
Neigher in education nor employed

12%

20

25
9

2014

20
9

10

2015
Bachelors

20

2016
Diploma

17%

17
4

2017

12%
4

2018

Higher Certificate

These multi-year results prove LEAP’s founding premise--that
any child, irrespective of their background or circumstances,
can and will succeed if given the opportunity to access quality,
child-centred education. They also demonstrate the efficacy of
our self-liberating teaching and learning model.

Graduate Employment
93% of all LEAP graduates are gainfully employed, including in
fields where South Africa suffers chronic skill shortages —
including 18% in Science, 17% in Engineering and 12% in
10 | LEAP ANNUAL REPORT 2018

Engineering
Information Technology
Commerce
Other

16%

LEAP results speak for themselves. Even though our children
emerge from a broken primary education with considerable
educational and learning deficits, LEAP learners exit their formal
secondary education as self-assured, constructive participants
in their families, the community and the economy.
“The work of the Leap Science and Math Schools with young
people marginalized by history and current economic reality
over the past 15 years is a phenomenal success… LEAP has
repositioned schools in some of our most impoverished
environments to become life giving centres of the
communities in which they are located”.
- Mamphela. Ramphele, (Dr.), Co-Founder and Global Ambassador, ReImagine SA

OUR
IMPACT
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BSG Partnership with LEAP
Making a difference is at the very heart
of BSG’s purpose, and they believe the
best way to create sustainable change
is to enable it through education.
BSG positively impacts the lives of
children within South Africa’s poorest
communities through their ongoing
partnership with LEAP Science and
Maths Schools.
BSG has always been passionate about
developing young talent in South Africa.
They recognised that investing the time
and resources to develop learners’ skills
will position South Africa to reap these
rewards in future generations. Their
long-standing partnership with LEAP
has allowed them to support the dreams
of thousands of South African learners,
empowering these learners to embark
on life-changing tertiary education
journeys.
In 2018, BSG hosted a “Do-It Day” at our school in Langa by
hosting practical and theoretical workshops. As part of their
decade-long commitment to supporting education. BSG CEO,
Jurie Schoeman, handed over a R50,000.00 donation to LEAP in
order to empower the school to buy tablets for learners to use
12 | LEAP ANNUAL REPORT 2018

during classes as part of the LEAP Digital
Strategy.
The donation is part of BSG’s on-going
commitment to LEAP and which has
endured over the past 10 years. The DoIt-Days are one way BSG supports LEAP
Science and Maths schools in Cape Town
and Johannesburg, where BSGers give
of their time and skills providing learners
with various technique and life skills
development opportunities.
In addition to providing volunteer and
monetary support, the organization also
provides support to LEAP leadership
through their representation on the LEAP
Board, and making their facilities available
for Board meetings.
Over 10 years ago BSG shifted their
focus from being involved in a number
of different SED and corporate social
responsibility initiatives to rather focusing on the particular area
of education, where they could make a greater difference. LEAP
was fortunate to be chosen as the preferred partner given their
passion for STEM fields and education.
As an organisation that is passionate about being a proactive
force for positive change, Madiba’s teachings are close to the

hearts of all BSGers. In celebration of Madiba’s centenary, BSG
was involved in Mandela Day activities in Cape Town, with LEAP
Science and Maths Schools. BSG says that #Mandela Day is
about more than 67 minutes of giving back, it reminds us all how
important it is to own our individual stories every day of the year
to ensure we are positively contributing to South Africa.
BSG donated an amount of R2000.00 to each LEAP 2018 Matric top
achiever at each of our schools. BSG has proven that recognising
and acknowledging achievements inspires, builds confidence and
demonstrates that you care. We thank BSG for once again walking
the talk by gifting our top achievers with such a wonderful gift – it

has helped to set our top achievers up for success!
The next phase of the partnership involves empowering LEAP
learners with access to ICT devices to enhance teaching and
learning.
BSG Africa - a company living out its mission to make a difference.
Thank you to all the staff at BSG for all your support in helping us
deliver quality, self-liberating education to learners living in some of
the poorest townships in South Africa. We value your partnership.
BSG’s holistic approach to Corporate Social Investment is a model
we hope other Corporate Partners will emulate.
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Towards the Digitisation of LEAP Schools
Digitisation – the adoption of digital technologies – by
South African schools is essential for South Africa to remain
competitive in a global marketplace. Currently, there is a
substantial disparity in terms of the integration of digital
technologies into primary and secondary schools.

At LEAP we realise that any IT/digital strategy must be based on
the educational needs of the organization—deeply grounded in
the reality of the context. We are also mindful that the design and
rollout should be responsive to the values of the organisation and
be inclusive of as many affected stakeholders as possible.

Digital technologies are drastically changing the way we design,
produce and deliver education. To benefit from this change, we
recognise that current LEAP ICT Systems & Infrastructure is not
optimal for 21st Century learning and to provide seamless integration
across the Central administration and network of schools.

We have been fortunate to work with a number of local and
international partners to ensure we systematically graduate
towards an ideal state. One such partner is TEAM4TECH whose
mission is” Advancing the quality of education for underserved
learners through technology solutions and pro bono consulting”.

To achieve this, a concerted paradigm shift transitioning our
strategy from purely transactional to responsive is required. The
following table articulates this transition.

This year marks the 5th anniversary of the partnership valued
at $925,000 over the five-year period in grants and pro-bono
consulting to LEAP schools. Direct services provided during this
period, include Digital Literacy Skills, Core Subject Skills and
Lifelong Learning Skills.

Current State

Ideal State

Instructional practises that are
teacher-centred

Learner centred teaching

Focus on whole class learning

Individual learning pathways

Learners as consumers

Learners as active digital citizens

Teachers as transmitters of
information

Teachers as facilitators

Fear of new technologies

Embrace new technologies

Limited equipment and software

Optimum, lean infrastructure

Silos in administration

Seamless integration
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DIGITAL LITERARY SKILLS
Build digital literacy skills to become confident
using technology.
Improving IT infrastructure (server upgrade and backup), additional equipment (laptops for teachers, and
tablets and desktops for learners) at LEAP 1,2,3,4,5,6
and Langa Learning Center.

CORE SUBJECT SKILLS
Integrate educational software into the
curriculum to improve maths and literacy skills.
Integrating KA Lite and IXL into maths and science
classes and Google Apps for collaboration at LEAP 1,
2, 4, 5 and 6.

LIFELONG LEARNING SKILLS
Use project-based learning to promote creative
problem solving, critical thinking, collaboration
and entrepreneurship.
Introducing maker tools such as Google Cardboard
and Makey Makey at LEAP 2 and 6, and piloting first
makerspace and Lego Robotics Competition with LEAP 3.

Dawn Kwan - Team4Tech
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Nelson Mandela Day
Annually, many thousands of individuals are made aware of the
need for each South African to give up 67 minutes of our time for
needy causes on one day of the year in honour of the late Nelson
Mandela’s 67 years of active civil service to our nation.
On the 18th July 2018 LEAP in partnership with Canal Walk and
Rhodes Quality held their third Annual Mandela Day commemoration.
Various corporates joined hands on this special day as we worked
together to write a new story for education in South Africa by building
one of the largest mosaics of Nelson Mandela’s face in the Food
Square at Canal Walk.
Each corporate sponsor donated R5 000 – R10 000 to participate
and all this proceeds went to LEAP Science & Maths Schools.
Our LEAP choir performed a special concert of live music and
dancing in honour of Nelson Mandela, and shared more about the
social development projects that LEAP learners and teachers are
engaged in.
After Mandela Day, all the food cans used (29700) to build the
mosaic was donated to various social development projects in
Langa, Gugulethu, Crossroads and Delft.
Our live presenters on the day from Heart FM were Irma G with the
morning show, as well as JP Carlese and Meghan Hector. We were
enthralled with live celebrity performances by Jarred Ricketts, Janice
and Chad Saaiman.
Mandela Day is important to us at LEAP as we position ourselves
as an outward-looking school, responsive to the needs of the
16 | LEAP ANNUAL REPORT 2018

communities in which we operate. We are encouraging all our
learners to be active agents of change and make a difference as
espoused by the values of our beloved Madiba.
The Mandela Day programme helps us to achieve this objective and
serves as an ideal public/private partnership so needed to overcome
the legacy of inequality prevalent in our education system.
The following Social Development sites of LEAP Science and Maths
schools benefited from the donation of food cans include:
Cheshire Disability Home
Dalukhanyo Crèche
Delft crèche (Vuyolwethu)
Ethafeni Crèche
Ilitha Crèche
Kalkfontein Crèche
Monwabisi Crèche
Monwabisi Senior Club
Nolukhanyo Crèche
Nolunthando Crèche
Nomonde Crèche

Nomzamo Senior Club
Sombambisana Disability
Home
Sombambisana Crèche
Sombambisana Old Age Home
St. Anthony’s Crèche
St Francis Children’s Home
The Leaky Shack Foundation –
Feeding Scheme
Yoleka Crèche (Khayelitsha)
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A special THANK YOU to all the corporates that participated in the event.

Ben & Shirley
Rabinowitz
Foundation
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Schools Network Leader Report
Lawrence Manyesa, Schools Network Leader
In 2018, we consolidated the
implementation of a new School
Leadership Structure. We formed the
Steering Committee that facilitated
operations of the schools yet
conscious of not making decisions
for schools. I pay tribute to James Malope (LEAP 4 School Leader),
Dorothy Tambara (Former LEAP 1 Co-Leader) and John Gilmour
(LEAP Founder and Executive Director) for working with me in the
steercom. This team worked together in making the transition to a
new dawn.
The appointment of the Schools Network Leader brought a new
sense of our organisational leadership. The Schools Network
Leader will support schools and work together with School
Leaders to manage alignment across the network. The Schools
Network Leader will also focus on professional development
for leaders and teachers with the aim of improving the quality
of our results. Our Life Orientation remains a core element in
our organisation and more attention will be given to allow for
reflection in the manner in which all our schools align in Life
Orientation.
It is important to note that the team of School Leaders has been
joined by Asanda Sigigaba, Wilhemina Motileng and Waleed Isaacs.
Asanda is now the School Leader for LEAP 3. She is a LEAPSA who
has also spent many years teaching and leading at LEAP. Asanda
has been at LEAP 5 since the school was started in 2012. She has
20 | LEAP ANNUAL REPORT 2018

lived the LEAP values. A young leader who is willing to learn,
Asanda has been appointed following the termination of the coleadership model at LEAP 3.
Wilhemina was appointed to be the School Leader at LEAP
6. She has also been at LEAP 6 since its establishment in
2012 and has over the years shown consistency in hard work
and commitment. She has been appointed following my new
appointment. She loves and cares for children and is ready to
make a difference.
Waleed is now the new School Leader for LEAP 2. He joined
LEAP four years ago. He started as a teacher at LEAP 2 where
he taught for about two months then moved to LEAP 1 where
he served until his new appointment. He worked as an HOD and
also assisted with instructional work on the departure of the
former LEAP 1 Instructional Leader towards the end of 2018.
Waleed displays care and love for children and a strong sense of
leadership.
All these appointments are a sign that LEAP presents
possibilities and opportunities to all who work at LEAP. Our
school leadership team structures are now aligned across all
the schools. Every school now has four leaders in its leadership
team (School Leader, Instructional Leader, Relationship Leader
and Life Orientation Leader)
We are growing a culture of sharing and learning from each
other to maintain a standard of excellence for all our schools.
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Statement of Comprehensive Income

LEAP SCIENCE & MATHS SCHOOL (Registration number 930005342) | Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2018

2018 R

2017 R

37 569 804

39 137 922

Provincial Education Departments' subsidies
(5 of 6 LEAP schools)

7 245 128

6 737 866

Recoveries

1 063 232

672 085

Voluntary Parent Contributions

3 415 979

-

-

555 338

49 294 143

47 103 211

Revenue
Donations received

Services rendered

Other income
Interest received
Fair value adjustments

Expenses
Operating surplus (deficit)
Finance costs
Deficit for the year
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90 419

187 848

7 754

1 397 397

98 173

1 585 245

(48 160 401)

(55 983 709)

1 231 915

(7 295 253)

-

(1 013 258)

1 231 915

(8 308 511)

Statement of Financial Position
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2018 R

2017 R

Property, plant and equipment

6 240 666

2 590 309

Endowment fund assets

2 794 796

2 205 317

-

4 441 835

9 035 462

9 237 461

Assets
Non-current assets

Non-current asset held for sale
Current assets
Receivables
Bankd and petty cash balances
Loans to related parties
Total assets

295 041

412 087

2 828 722

4 683 006

125 232

258 784

3 248 995

5 353 877

12 284 457

14 591 338

7 717 605

6 485 692

Equity and liabilities
Equity
Retained surplus
Liabilities

STAFF COSTS

Current liabilities
Payables
Donations received in advance
Loans from related parties
Total equity and liabilities

SCHOOL SPEND BY TYPE

471 527

582 645

3 677 410

7 490 665

417 915

32 336

4 566 852

8 105 646

12 284 457

14 591 338

LEARNERS COSTS
TRANSPORT COSTS
PROPERTY COSTS
ADMIN COSTS
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY COSTS
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Board:
Chairman: Grant Nupen
Grant Clark
John Gilmour
Joe Kainja
Mackie Kleinschmidt
Solomon Madikane
Xolani Majola
Nangamso Ngoma
Heidi Raubenheimer
Lee Swan
Jasper Walsh
Lawrence Manyesa
Lindelwa Mini
Asanda Sigigaba
Wilhemina Motileng
Raphael Mukachi
James Malope
Waleed Isaacs
Founding Patron: Benjamin Rabinowitz
Patron: Mamphela Ramphele
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The LEAP Code of Conduct

7 Be kind
7 Be honest
7 Be healthy
7 Be punctual
7 Look good
7 Work hard
7 Never give up
7 Admit mistakes
7 Learn from mistakes
7 Confront issues
7 Be open to change
7 Work together
7 Share as much as possible
7 Care for our world
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Thank
You
Core funders in 2018
(over R1 million)
Adrian Carter Louw Trust
Lunchbox fund
Albert Wessels Trust
Old Mutual Life Assurance Company
(South Africa)
Aveng Community Investment Trust
Peter Cundill Foundation
BMW Foundation
The Roy Mc Alpine Foundation
Foord Asset Management
Total E&P South Africa
HCI Foundation
Yad Modechai South Africa
Kavli Trust
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Key funders

Dear Foundation

Abe Bailey Trust

Deloitte

Ackerman Family Foundation
Aecom SA
African Bank
African Scholars Fund
Afrin Investments
Akani Egoli
AMC International
Ammado
Andrew Cartwright
B4I Maths and Science Trust
Barloworld Education Trust
Ben Rabinowitz
Bob & Lenet Compton
Brimstone Investment Corporation Ltd
Business Systems Group
CAF - Gaye
Canal Walk
Casten Family Foundation
Dave Jefferson
Dave The Balloon
David Rossouw

Denis Cassidy
Dennis Walker
Department of Water and Sanitation
Digital Architect
Dow Chemicals
Eazi Access Rental (Pty) Ltd
Education Africa
Eduq8 Trust
Epoch & Optima Trusts
Eric and Sheila Samson Foundation Trust
GIBS Give as you earn programme
Greenbox
Heidi Raubenheimer
Hermann Ohlthaver Trust
Hinsdale Club (Chicago)
House of Monatic
Hyprop Foundation
Imraan Moses
Imvunge Field Market
Indiegogo
Indigo Brands

Integrated Mining

Peter Soal

Sygnia Design

JC Bartleet

Phillip Gilmour

TCS

JG Afrika

Pinelands High School

Teach with Africa

John Gilmour

Pure Storage

Team4Tech

Jonathan Berk

Prescient Foundation

Telesure

Julie Clugage

Professor Noel Whiteside

The Rolf Stephan Nussbaum Foundation

K Lottering

RB Hagart Trust

Tillet

Lewis Stores

Raymond Schuller

Toshiba Africa

Lindsay Staniforth

Rebecca Jansch

Truworths Social Involvement Trust

LK Mather

Rhodes Quality

University of the Western Cape

Maitland Group

Robin Selati

Vodacom

Marguerite Callaway

Rotary

Watprop

Mazars

Roy Evans

Women in Engineering

Medtronic Foundation

SA Partners

Michael & Kylie Govern

Sage via CAF

MJF Wealth

Savage Donate

The supplementary information presented
does not form part of the annual financial
statements and is unaudited.

MMQS

SIT students

My School and its supporters

Southey Holdings

Nick Longley

Stacy-Lee Kelly

Nipunkumar Gokal

St Albans College

Noakes Family Charitable Trust

St Mary’s Diocesan School for Girls

Old Mutual Foundation (Old Mutual
Education Flagship Project)

Stenham Trustees Ltd
Sunyo Suhama
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Donations
Every year LEAP and its partners and supporters offer
young people the chance to transform their lives.
Every donation, no matter the size, makes a difference.
LEAP Science & Maths School
ABSA, Adderly Street
Account Type:

Cheque

Account Number:

40-8987-6888

Branch clearing code:

632005

Branch SWIFT Address:

ABSA ZA JJ

Donate securely online at leapschool.givengain.org

Donations to LEAP qualify for tax relief in South Africa and
socio-economic points on the B-BBEE scorecard.

+27 (0)21 531 9715 | info@leapschool.org.za | www.leapschool.org.za
c/o St Francis Children's Home, 122 Thornton Rd, Crawford, 7760 | PO Box 14571 Kenwyn 7790

facebook.com/leapschool
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twitter.com/leapschools
twitter.com/johndgilmour

